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Abstract
This report presents the realization of Internet GIS for Central Balkan National Park (CBNP). CBNP lies in the heart of
Bulgaria, nestled in the central and higher portions of the Balkan Range.
The report emphasize on:
a) Implemented system architecture
b) Process of developing a Web-based application
The system architecture secured the required functionality to:
a) Get broad access to data to support planning, design, and data management
b) Support BIM workflows
c) Publish and share data/information
d) Access, visualize, and coordinate CBNP data
High level diagram show the process of developing a Web-based application through tasks, entities that are created by
the tasks or used by them and flow of data. The development process was break down into 6 detailed steps – Load,
configure and extend data; Build layers and style data; Create map; Place on the Internet; Develop applications; Test
the applications.
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SCENARIO
Central Balkan National Park (CBNP) lies in the heart of Bulgaria, nestled in the central and higher portions of the
Balkan Range. The CBNP contains rare and endangered wildlife species and communities, self-regulating ecosystems
of biological diversity, as well as historical sites of global cultural and scientific significance. The CBNP is one of the
largest and most valuable of the protected areas in Europe. The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
has listed the Park as Category 2.
To effectively manage all this, CBNP commissioned the development of Internet Geographic Information System
(IGIS).

CHALLENGES
For more than 15 years, CBNP has collected a great number of geospatial data, text data and other information related
to park territory.
However, the data format and the coordinate system of the numerous data are not identical, which makes it difficult to
use these data for the whole territory.
For example, most of these data are collected in developing the already outdated management plan of the park and are
geospatially linked to three of the four zones of the old civil coordinate system of the country - zones K3, K5 and K9 of
gridded 1970 coordinate system. This in practice means three different coordinate systems, besides with unknown
official parameters and transitions between them.
Hence, the CBNP needs powerful innovative platform that enables creation geospatial applications for the web and
desktop quickly and easily. This allows the administrative staff to manage the resources in the park more effectively and
totally control the location and status of the available resource and public facilities.
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GOALS
To effectively manage the resources in and around the park and to control the location and status of the available
resources and public facilities, the IGIS for CBNP includes:


Analyze all the available data;



Develop and present: technology to integrate all available data so far; structure (components) and functionality;
approaches and processes of access to data and information; approaches and processes for maintaining the data
and information; approaches and technology to exchange data with other applications related to the
management of protected areas/zones; concept for keeping changes; policies for interoperability and data
security;



Developing a specialized database for monitoring;



Developing a specialized database for management of natural resources;



Development of Geographic database containing: Integrated all available current data; information layers
developed as part of public procurement "Production of spare parts description and evaluation of the CBNP
(abiotic, biotic, cultural and socio-economic characteristics) of the Management Plan 2012-2021; information
of cadastral map with cadastral registers and detailed map for spatial planning projects;



Developing a specialized database of investment projects on the park territory, incl. asset management;



Development of specialized software for data entry at Internet GIS and different levels of access through the
Internet, including: libraries of symbols, line types, indexes, hatches; templates framework and outside the
framework layout; direct access to specialized data models (pattern stored in a database and / or file-based
template); directly data load (without transformation) including DWG and ESRI SHP files;



Developing specialized functionality for input / export data in IGIS and different levels of access to the
proposed desktop GIS software, including: libraries of symbols, line types, indexes, hatches; templates
framework and outside the framework layout; direct access to specialized data models (pattern stored in a
database and / or file-based template); transforming coordinates from / to those used in the country coordinate
systems and projections; direct publishing of spatial data (incl. GIS attribute data retention rules and settings
display) including DWG files.

SOLUTION
The IGIS for CBNP integrates Web GIS solution, model based GIS and mapping software, design and documentation
software to support Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflows.
The Web GIS solution - Autodesk Infrastructure Map Server (AIMS) [1], is a web-based mapping application to access,
delivery, handling and storage of different types of data, information and resources.
AIMS consists of the following components:


Autodesk Infrastructure Map Server - server application (formerly called MapGuide) that includes
Infrastructure Studio and Web Server Extension. This suite of products allows CBNP to set up a map server
and deliver CAD, GIS, and asset information on the Web;



Autodesk Infrastructure Studio - handles all aspects of collecting and preparing geospatial data for distribution
on the Internet;



Autodesk Infrastructure Web Server Extension - exposes the services offered by the Autodesk Infrastructure
Map Server to client applications over the Internet using HTTP protocol;



Autodesk Infrastructure Administrator - module that allows CBNP to configure certain aspects of industry
models and application settings;



Infrastructure Map Server viewers - provide a means of viewing a map in a web browser;



Autodesk Infrastructure Mobile Viewer Extension - set of JavaScript classes, CSS files, images and icons
designed to provide a compelling and intuitive interface for displaying AIMS geospatial content on the Apple,
iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch;



Autodesk Infrastructure GeoREST Extension - repurpose existing server and Feature Data Objects (FDO) data
using a RESTful web services protocol.
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Model based GIS and mapping software – Autodesk AutoCAD Map 3D [2], is a desktop software to get broad access to
CAD and GIS data to support planning, design, and data management.
Design and documentation software to support BIM workflows – Autodesk Infrastructure Design Suite [3], use the
intelligent, model-based desktop and cloud tools in Infrastructure Design Suite to gain more accurate, accessible, and
actionble insight throughout the lifecycle of your civil engineering projects.
Data is stored centrally in MS SQL Server data base. A possible switch to Oracle data base is reckon with.
Figure 1 shows the process of developing the presented below Web-based application using AIMS. The development
process was break down into six phases (Planning and Preparation phase, not included in this figure):


Load file-based data, configure connections to external databases, and extend feature data;



Build layers;



Create maps;



Place maps on the Internet;



Develop web applications;



Test web applications.

Figure 1. Process of developing the presented Web-based application using AIMS.
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RESULTS
IGIS for CBNP use and apply the concept of the so called “industry model” maintained in the above mentioned Web
GIS solution, model based GIS and mapping software.
What is industry model? - A specialized schema stored in an Oracle or SQL Server database (an enterprise industry
model) or in a drawing or template file (a file-based industry model).
For AIMS and AutoCAD Map 3D, Autodesk offer preconfigure and ready to use industry models - electric, water,
wastewater, survey and gas. Besides IGIS for CBNP use specially designed custom (3rd party) industry models –
flora/fauna, work map, base map, cadaster, spatial plan. CBNP administrative staff can create, edit, and configure all the
above mentioned industry models using the Autodesk Infrastructure Administrator component.
Each industry model contains the following elements:


Extensions - Database enhancements such as COGO, Dimensions, Profiles, or Plot. CBNP can specify a
different set of extensions (Fig. 2) for each industry model;

Figure 2. Industry model extensions


Modules - A collection of industry-specific settings, such as data models (Fig. 3), workflows (Fig. 4), and
feature display settings that are specifically designed to support CBNP (Fig. 5);

Figure 3. Industry Data Model – Flora and fauna.
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Figure 4. Industry Data Model – Workflows.

Figure 5. Industry Data Model – Feature display settings.
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Data model - The set of feature class tables in the model, and the topologies for those feature classes.
Topologies maintain relationships between points and lines (network topologies) and polygons (area
topologies) in a logical interrelated network that facilitates accurate data management, tracing, and analysis.
CBNP can also define logical topologies to include features that are not physically connected. The topology is
updated when geometry is modified or created. Topologies are used to solve specific business problems;



Display models - The definition of the set of feature layers loaded into the Display Manager instrument and the
default styling for those layers. Different display models have been created for CBNP created industry models.
Using the Display Manager, CBNP can change the style of features to serve specific purposes;



Rules - The procedures and triggers that enforce business rules by performing specified tasks whenever you
change a feature class in the database. Feature rules help to maintain the integrity of data in the database;



Jobs - The long transaction feature that allows CBNP project teams to work from the same set of information
at the same time. Team members can select an area of infrastructure to work on, isolate changes and additions
from live data, and establish an approval process for going live with completed jobs. Jobs are available for
Oracle-based enterprise industry models only;



Forms - Screens that display the attribute data for an individual feature (Fig. 6). The CBNP Administrator can
specify the layout and contents of forms. All users can view, edit, and generate reports on feature attributes
using forms (Fig. 7);

Figure 6. Industry Data Model – Form for Bat species.
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Figure 7. Industry Data Model – Form for huts.


Workflows - Scripted operations for creating and analyzing data (Fig. 8). Created workflows apply business
rules to maintain data consistency, accuracy, and design standards (Fig. 9);

Figure 8. Industry Data Model – Workflow Administrator and script code.
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Figure 9. Industry Data Model – Workflows and business rules.


Reports - Visual presentation of feature data (Fig. 10), using a layout that the CBNP Administrator specifies.
All users can view reports onscreen or print them.

Figure 10. Industry Data Model – Reports.
On the other hand everything has to be in accordance with current operating regulations for access and management of
geospatial data, namely national operating regulations for:


Conversion of existing geodetic and cartographic materials and data in Bulgarian Geodetic System 2005 (BGS
2005) [4], [5] and
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National formats [5] for storage and distribution of geospatial data – ZEM format for storage data in the
Ministry of Agriculture and CAD format for storage data in cadastral map. ZEM format, contains the structure
of the record of the Map of the Restored Ownership over agricultural and forest areas and registers to it. Last
actual version 3.03 from 28.03.2103 [6]. CAD format or Format for the exchange of cadastral data [7],
contains the structure of the digital record of the cadastral data. Last actual version 4.02 from 16.06.2105 [8].

Fulfilment of the above mentioned national operating regulations is realized with the help of modules (Fig. 11) for
transformation of graphical objects according used in the country coordinate systems and projections and converting
data from ZEM/CAD files. These modules work in model based GIS and mapping software (AutoCAD Map 3D) and
Design and documentation software to support BIM workflows (namely AutoCAD Civil 3D).

Figure 11. 3rd party modules in accordance with current operating regulations for access and management of
geospatial data
Generalized architecture showing only Web GIS solution with the model based GIS and mapping software is presented
in Fig. 12:

Figure 12. System architecture of the solution - Web GIS with the model based GIS and mapping software
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CONCLUSIONS
The unique advantage of IGIS for CBNP is the direct data access capabilities. This is very important, because before to
build maps and web layouts CBNP must make the relevant source data available. IGIS for CBNP offers three ways to
make this source data available:


Load any file-based data (DWG/DXF/DWF), raster files (.bil, .bmp, .cal, .ecw, .jpg/.jpeg, .png, .sid, .tif/.tiff,
.tga) or file-based data stores (SDF, SHP, SQLite, and raster files);



Configure connections to databases or web services, such as Oracle, ArcSDE, SQL Server,
PostGreSQL/PostGIS, or WMS;



Configure connections to SDF, SHP, SQLite, and raster files not loaded into the Autodesk Map Server
resource repository.

Developed IGIS for CBNP integrates Web GIS solution, model based GIS and mapping software, design and
documentation software to support Building Information Modeling (BIM) workflows in accordance with operating
regulations for access and management of geospatial data.
The solution brings leading geospatial technologies (such as Remote Sensing, Geo Information Systems, Global
Positioning System, Internet Mapping) together to help CBNP get the full value from geospatially enabled data, such as:


Direct access to geospatial data natively stored in a databases (such as Oracle, ESRI ArcSDE, Microsoft SQL
Server, ODBC, and MySQL), file based data stores (such as Autodesk SDF, ESRI SHP and raster), or a direct
connection to web services (such as Web Feature Service for vector data and Web Map Service);



Publish and share CAD, GIS map, and asset information with web based GIS mapping software



Natively access to CAD, GIS, point cloud imagery, biodiversity and business information from a broad range
of sources without the inherent risks of data conversion;



Analyze data for better insight to into existing conditions and the potential impacts of future projects;



Apply intelligent industry models to better organize information;



Effectively share more coordinated and consistent information;



Helps CBNP administrative staff and other project teams to access, evaluate and share data to make more
informed decisions.
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